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Capturing the Valley Too ©By Jeffrey H. LubeckMESH Art LLCIt would be logical to assume that after 37 years of living together, the romance aspect of a relationship would fade if not disappear.  As it relates to me and my relationship with the region in which I live, this assumption would be incorrect.The six mountain ranges are as attractive, intriguing and inspiring to me as the day I first set eyes on them in 1982.The prospect of venturing into the Lost River, Pioneer, Smoky, Boulder, Sawtooth, or White Cloud Mountains and finding a new spot or returning to a familiar one remains exciting.
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Page 01 – Teepee in the Wilderness ©A Teepee covered in the snows of winter in the Trail-less Goat Creek basin on the border of the Sawtooth Wilderness. I return this spot frequently as if to check in a say Hi to an old friend.
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Page 02 & 03 - Air Traffic Control Stanley Idaho ©Two passenger jets cross paths as the day reaches Civil Sunset as seen from the summit of Lookout Mountain east of Stanley.  Lookout Mountain (9,860 ft) is topped by a Fire Lookout.  Today its location represents the border between the Sawtooth National Recreation Area and White Cloud Wilderness.  Built in the 1930’s the Lookout played a principle role in fire protection through the 1970’s.  Today it operates as a destination point for a 10 - mile round trip hike that is demanding – but fair. Planes on these flight paths seem to cross paths three times a day.  I established that their crossing would be at or near sunset throughout the middle of July.
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Page 04 & 05 – Sunday Stroll Copper Basin ©Copper Basin on a Sunday morning in spring-time. Copper Basin is located on the eastern side of Trail Creek Summit in the Pioneer Mountain Range. It often appears to look more like the Planet Mars than Earth.  Most sections look like the combination of the two – including this one.  This image was captured in the late spring after venturing up to Betty Lake (Idaho’s highest) which sits just below Standhope Peak (11,858 ft).
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Page 06 & 07 – The Big Boys of the Lost River Range ©A cluster of peaks stand tall in the Lost River Range as seen from the west. The Lost River is one of six distinct mountain ranges that surround Sun Valley.  They are the tallest and most isolated mountains in a State known for its isolation.  The eight named peaks in this view stand all over 12,000 ft in elevation - including the two tallest – Borah (12,682 ft.) and Leatherman (12,482 ft).
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Page 08 & 09 – Sunrise on Cony Lake ©The Sawtooths as seen from Cony Lake located just below the summit of Cony Peak (9,606 ft). Cony is situated deep in the Sawtooth Wilderness in a large trail-less region.  Two to three days of hard cross-country travel are required to reach Cony.  The view is worth every ounce of effort.  In view are the big peaks of the Sawtooth interior located to south and west of Redfish Lake (all over 10,000 ft elevation). I climbed through and over the central section of these peaks the day prior.  From left to right Warbonnet (10,200 ft.), Cirque Lake Peak (10,210 ft.), Monte Verita (10,121 ft.), Old Monte Verita (9,701 ft.), Packrat Peak (10,240 ft.), Mount Underhill (10,161 ft.) and to the far-right Reward Peak (10,075 ft.).  I would summit Reward Peak at sunrise the following morning.
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Page 10 & 11 – A Rewarding View ©Kathryn Lake and the Redfish Creek drainage as seen from Reward Peak. Have you have ever sat in the middle of Idaho’s Crown Jewel – Redfish Lake – on a boat and looked up its drainage as far the eye can see?  If you have, the big giant block of a mountain in your view is called Reward Peak (10,034 ft.).  Kathryn Lake sits 1,100 ft. below Reward Peak.  There are no trails that directly access Reward Peak or Kathryn Lake from any direction.  The closest trail is Redfish Creek six miles distant with an accompanying 2,600 vertical foot drop.  If you are fortunate enough to have carried a raft of some kind on your climb, the island in the middle of Kathryn Lake is a great spot for lunch and a nap.
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Page 12 & 13 – Morning Haze on the River of No Return ©The Salmon River and White Cloud Mountains as viewed from just below the Arrowhead in the Sawtooth Wilderness. Smoke from wildfires combined with a river water mist generated from a large change in overnight temperature produces a thin veneer covering the landscape.
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Page 14 & 15 – Veritas (aka War Bonnet) Pass ©Baron Lake and the Payette River Valley as seen from Old Monte Verita in the Sawtooth Wilderness.  In this image Mt. Ebert (9,879 ft.) sits up front and center with Horstman Peak (10,469 ft.) to the right.  Behind Ebert are four of the ten highest peaks in the Sawtooth Mountains – Mount Limbert (10,389 ft.), Mickey’s Spire (10,679 ft.), Thompson Peak (10,751 ft.), and Williams Peak (10,636 ft.).
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Page 16 & 18 – Sunrise on the Finger of Fate ©The sun rises on the Finger of Fate in the Sawtooth Wilderness. Sevy Peak (10,479 ft.) is situated to the right and Red Bluff (10, 269 ft.), also known as the Birthday Cake, is to the far right.  There are nine routes to the summit of Finger of Fate – all technical - ranging from 5.7 to 5.11 as measured by the Yosemite Decimal Index. To summit the Finger of Fate via The Book you must crawl on your belly underneath the very last and top boulder and ascend from the opposite side. Signatures in the summit box indicate approximately 10 people a year reach the top of the Finger of Fate.
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Page 18 – Dawn on the White Clouds ©Dawn on the White Cloud Mountains from the summit of Sand Mountain.  The sun begins its daily journey as the reflection of the sky becomes pronounced on Yellow Belly Lake.
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Page 19 – Waterfalls Abound ©The last in a series of waterfalls above Lake Clarice in the Sawtooth Wilderness. The descent from The Finger of Fate to Lake Clarice is tricky for the off trail back-country traveler. A series of waterfalls for the 900 vertical foot drop reveal the shortest route.
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Page 20 & 21 – High Lake Flytrip ©The highest lake in the Flytrip Creek basin sits in sunshine below the western summit of Snowyside Peak.  These Peaks act as borders and intersections for four different counties in Idaho. Within the space of a mile or less, you can be standing in Blaine, Boise, Custer, or Elmore Counties.
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Page 22 & 23 – Dawn on Snowyside ©Snowyside Peak and Toxaway Lake at Dawn from the east and the summit of Sand Mountain.  This area is part of what Outside Magazine claims in the best back-country loop trip in the United States.
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Page 24 & 25 – Pastel on Ice ©Dawn just below and to the south of Snowyside Peak.  This lake is second of two that are the source of Alpine Lakes Creek in the Sawtooth Mountain Range.
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Page 26 & 27 – Ice Bath ©Late Afternoon just below and to the south of Snowyside Peak. This lake is first of two that are the source of Alpine Lakes Creek in the Sawtooth Mountain Range.
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Page 28 & 29 – Dawn on the Oregon Trail ©The day begins on the Goodales Cutoff of the Oregon Trail just west of Craters of the Moon National Monument. The Cutoff (now U.S. Highway #20) was established to avoid Shoshone Indians who decided to resist the intrusion of settlers into their homeland by ambushing a wagon train at Massacre Rock, killing 10 people.  Eventually 70% of the travelers on the Oregon Trail used Goodales Cutoff.
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Page 30 & 31 – Fall on The River of No Return ©Early morning in the fall-time on the Salmon River just north of its headwaters.  Starting at Galena Summit, the Salmon - at 485 miles – is the longest undammed river in the lower 48 States. The river gained great notoriety from the Lewis & Clark expedition and earned the nickname The River of No Return as explorers and frontier boatman determined the Salmon could be traveled down but not returned upon given its immense difficulty to navigate.
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Page 32 & 33 – First Day of Fall – The Sawtooths ©The Sawtooth Mountains as seen from west of the town of Stanley and east of Iron Creek and Goat Creek.  Many of the tallest peaks of the Sawtooth Range are clustered together and on display.  Starting from left-center to right-center, Horstmann Peak (#11 10,469 ft.), Mount Limbert (#12 10,384), Mount Carter (#7, 10,591ft.) Mickey’s Spire (#4 10,679 ft.), Thompson Peak (#1 10,751 ft.), Williams Peak (#6 10,636 ft.)  and Merritt Peak (#24 10,224 ft.). The big basin to the right of Williams Peak and left of Merritt Peak is Goat Creek.  The headwaters of the Goat Creek begin at the south couloir of Thomspon Peak.  The section of the drainage to the east of Goat Lake and Goat Falls are named The Garbage Can and Garbage Chute in honor of their difficulty to traverse.  The Garbage Can and Garbage Chute offer an interesting skiing experience.  The 420 vertical foot drop of the Garbage Chute is at an angle of 51 – 62 degrees and 22 feet wide for its entirety.  Adding 35-50 lbs. of camera gear to your pack enhances the experience.  For perspective the steepest lift-served and named run on Baldy is Upper Canyon at 39 degrees.
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Page 34 & 35 – Bend in the River ©The Salmon River meanders through the White Cloud Mountains making a big turn at Holman Creek.  The section of the Salmon between the town of Stanley and Challis is magnificent and can be travelled on State Highway #75.
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Page 36 & 37 – Out in Front ©Aspen and Cottonwood trees bursting in Fall color with the snow dusted Boulder Mountains acting as a backdrop.  Boulder Creek and Boulder Peak (10,891 ft.) are in full view to the center-right.The rolling highlands presented in this image were used by Producer Clint Eastwood for principle photography for his movie Pale Rider (1985). This was a rare concession made by the Sawtooth National Recreation Area and United States Government.
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Page 38 & 39 – The Refuge ©The Wildlife Refuge east of the town of Carey.  Fish Creek and others draining from the Pioneer Mountains to the north empty into this beautiful spot surrounded by lava beds.
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Page 40 & 41 – First Respite ©Lava Lake just west of the Craters of the Moon National Monument.  Lava Lake was the first reliable water source in hundreds of miles for travel on the Goodales Cutoff section of the Oregon Trail.
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Page 42 & 43 – Ardeth from the Secret Terrace ©Ardeth Lake from high on Jeff’s Secret Terrace in the Sawtooth Wilderness.  Ardeth Lake is a full two or three-days travel from the closest trailhead.  That is unless you are willing to travel cross-country off-trail and utilizing two demanding cutoff routes.  The cutoff’s – at least their general position – were made known to me by my buddy Ed Cannady.  Ardeth in the Tenlakes basin is reachable in one day – if traveling 14 miles including serious multiple up and down vertical and route finding is to your liking.  This image was captured while sitting on a natural rock terrace at 9,200 feet elevation which, in my experience, is unequaled.  The southwest end of the lake (upper left in the image) features a sand beach and blue water, which for me, is only rivaled by the island of Anguilla in the Caribbean. I have ventured to Ardeth numerous times.
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Page 44 & 45 – First Day of Fall on High in the White Cloud Wilderness ©The Gunsight, Chinese Wall, Calkens Peak, Gunsight Lake, Quartzite Lake and Tin Cup Lake on the first day of Fall as seen from Peak 10815. What great names! At 11,487 ft. Calkens Peak is the second highest in the White Cloud Mountain Range – 300 feet lower than the equally huge Castle Peak.  If you are up to the grind, both are worthy of summiting.  Reaching the summit of Peak 10815 is equally challenging and exciting.  The route to the summit from Stanley Idaho requires travelling 50 miles east, 20 miles southwest, and 18 miles west before gaining 3,200 vertical feet in four miles on Idaho highest jeep trail to Railroad Ridge. The route includes navigating through the now abandoned Livingston Mine.  To reach the summit of Peak 10815 from Railroad Ridge requires an ascent of 650 vertical feet on rock scree at 40-45 degrees in angle.
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Page 46 & 47 – Baldy After Snowmageddeon ©Baldy at sunset less than 30 minutes after five continuous days of snow in the middle the largest snow year on record (2017).  After five straight days of the white stuff dropping from the sky, new snowfall losses its magic. During the event we establish via weather service radar that the weather front will break late in the afternoon on day five.  Kyle, Merry [Christmas] Dog and I sit on the top of Dollar Mountain for the last 90 minutes of the storm in order to capture this image. 
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Page 48 & 49 – Kyle’s Big Bend ©Fresh snow and blue skies at Kyle’s Big Bend on Timber Gulch in Blaine County. In another four plus hours of skinning on our Alpine Terrain skies we reach the top of Greenhorn.  The 2,750 ft descent back to the valley floor is fast - as the pitch is between 30-45 degrees at points.
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Page 50 & 51 – Dawn in Fuschia ©El Capitan (right) and Perfect Peak (left) in the Sawtooth Mountains as seen from the summit of McDonald Peak. This image is the reward for spending the night at high elevation and climbing the remaining 1,200 vertical feet to the summit of McDonald Peak in the dark at temperatures approaching -10 degrees Fahrenheit.  It was so cold, that between shots I put my camera underneath the four layers covering my body so it would operate.  An added bonus is the bright sun warms us quickly, the stove brews hot water for a cup of coffee and we get to ski off the summit of McDonald Peak back down to camp.
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Page 52 & 53 – Lunch in Lower Stanley ©The Sawtooth Mountains as seen from Woolley Cabin in Lower Stanley.  Many members of Woolley family live on the Salmon River between Stanley and Clayton.  Dave Mason Woolley was murdered by Walter James Mason after accusing Woolley of having an affair with his wife.  The fight moved from the bar to the street where Mason killed Woolley with gunshots to the head.  Mason went back to the bar, fired three shots, moved to the adjacent bar for a drink, then disappeared into the night on foot leaving his belongings and family behind. After 40 years of fugitive life, the 86 year-old Mason was identified in Rising Star Texas, caught, and returned to Idaho for prosecution in late October of 2019.
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Page 54 – Christmas on the River ©The Salmon River on Christmas morning.
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Page 55 – Ice Gathers on Goat Creek ©With overnight temperatures dropping to -31 degrees Fahrenheit ice coverage builds on Goat Creek near the border of the Sawtooth National Recreation Area and Sawtooth Wilderness. 
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Page 56 & 57 – Fire and Ice ©Dawn in the northern section of the Sawtooth Range in late February.  The sun begins its’ task of heating things up as the overnight temperature hits -8 degrees Fahrenheit.
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Page 58 & 59 – Big Snow Big Peaks ©The Peaks of the Northern Sawtooth Mountains after 21 inches of snowfall in the past 24 hours.  From left to right, Williams, Thompson, Mickey’s, Mount Carter, Merritt, Alpine Peak, Mt. Regan, Mystery, and McGowan.
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Page 60 & 61 – Last Remnants of Sun ©The sun disappears at the Park Creek Overlook.  The town Stanley is considered by the U.S. Weather Service to be the 3rd coldest spot in the lower 48 States.  On average only 39 days a year does the temperature stay above freezing for an entire 24 hours.  However, this status is a little deceiving.  Stanley has an average, a daily temperature swing of 47.5 degrees (between high and low). Stanley also has low humidity and a significant number of sunny or partly cloudy versus cloudy days.  This shot was captured at sunset with the temperature sitting at 14 degrees Fahrenheit.  The temperature dropped to -27 degrees Fahrenheit overnight.
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Page 62 – The Barn at the Holidays ©The December holiday festivities are in full swing and the Sun Valley Barn is ready and dressed for the occasion.
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Page 63 – Early Sunday Morning on Baldy ©A cloudy, moody Sunday morning of Baldy after a heavy snow.
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About...

Author and Fine Art Photographer Jeffrey H. Lubeck 
travels throughout the six mountain ranges in the 
North American Rockies surrounding his home State 
of Idaho in the United States of America.

JeJeff shoots primarily in 4x5 digital format using photo-
graphic gear from Phase One, Cambo, Schneider, 
and Rodenstock.  For 35MM he shoots with photo-
graphic gear from Nikon, Sony, Sigma, and Zeiss.  
Jeff also photographs with an iPhone.

Steve Hendrix, Brad Kaye and Dave Gallagher from 
Capture Integration of Atlanta, GA are Jeff's photo-
graphic equipment consultant, technical support, and 
supplier.

Kyle Lubeck,  Jeff and Linda's son, established the 
concept and plan for MESH Art LLC, and the MESH 
Art Gallery at Heritage Hall in 2013.  They are 
co-owners of MESH Art LLC.

Merry [Christmas] dog and Shae dog and the first two Merry [Christmas] dog and Shae dog and the first two 
letters of their names are the namesakes for MESH.  
Valentine dog, Sage of the Wood River Valley dog, 
Willow of the Wood River Valley dog, and Harper dog 
are also family members of the MESH canine team.
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Page 64TopJeff toasts all with his Husky Mug at the head-waters of Goat Creek and the base of the South Couleur of Thompson Peak in the Sawtooth Wilderness.  It has been a great day – the second of seven in the backcountry and wilderness - all on skis, crampons, or climbing in boots.  We have reached our camp (10,300 ft.) after a full day ascent with 2,400 vertical ft. of gain on skis following a night in the Williams Peak Yurt.  A portion of the gain includes traversing 1,000 linear feet at 62 degrees of angle on skis wearing a 60 lb. pack just below the saddle located between Thompson Peak and Williams Peak.  Ironically, crossing this section in the late summer is a Class 4 type ascent up and over rock wall and is somewhat more challenging.  While I am smiling and contented, it is cold out.  I am wearing two big puffy down coats, a wind breaker and three insulated shirts on top.  I am wearing sports shorts, insulated tights, ski pants and puffy pants on the legs.BottomJeff’s ski tracks on Lubeck Ridge in the Valley Club in Blaine County.In a decent snow year, we get Alpine Terrain skiing right from our house.  The MESH Gold Medal Run drops 1,200 vertical feet from the Summit of Lubeck Ridge (6,720 ft.) to the front door of the house (5,520 ft.).  Given the consistent pitch – 35 to 40 degrees on the top half and 30 to 35 on the bottom section – this a fast and exciting run. Oh, and yeah, you have to skin up to the top on your skis.
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